INTRODUCTION
The entropy of a continuous distribution defined by Shannon (1948) is not a natural extension of the entropy of a discrete distribution despite their analogous forms. If one tries to define the entropy of a continuous distribution as the limit of a discrete case, a divergent term appears, which makes such a definition impossible. Therefore, the entropy of a continuous distribution has been defined by neglecting this divergent term. This rather artificial trick causes the entropy of a continuous distribution to have unnatural properties which the entropy of a discrete distribution does not have; it can be negative and is relative to the coordinate system. Another problem, which is even more serious, is that Shannon's definitions of the entropy do not lead to a natural definition of the entropy of a general mixed discrete and continuous distribution, because separate definitions are adopted for the discrete case and the continuous case. Since a probability distribution is not always purely discrete nor purely continuous, a more unified definition is desirable.
In spite of these problems, Shannon's definition of the continuous entropy is undeniably successful in practice, suggesting that its rationalization will be possible if a suitable piece of mathematics becomes available, just as a rationalization of Dirac's delta function was achieved through the notion of Schwartz' distribution (Schwartz (1951) ).
It is quite natural that the entropy of a continuous distribution diverges when one tries to define it as the limit of the discrete case, because it is then 94 to represent the average amount of information we obtain when the value of a random variable is measurable with an infinitesimal resolution. Thus we see that the problem is not that it diverges, but that infinite numbers and infinitesimals do not have "citizenship" in the territory of the real numbers. Therefore, if we have a mathematical tool to handle infinite numbers and infinitesimals rightly, then we will be able to define the entropy of a continuous, and more general types of distributions in an intuitively natural way as a direct extension of the definition of the discrete entropy. The nonstandard analysis by Robinson (1966) , which is said to be a modern version of Leibnitz' infinitesimal calculus, is just the thing for this purpose.
In this paper, we shall give a new definition of the entropy of general distribution based on the non-standard analysis, and show that it has natural properties such as positiveness and invariance under transformations. The treatment is very straightforward and elementary. In the light of this new definition, the meaning of Shannon's continuous entropy will be more clearly seen.
DEFINITION OF THE ENTROPY BASED ON THE

NoN-STANDARD ANALYSIS
We begin with the notational convention used in this paper. For the detail of non-standard analysis, the reader is referred to Keisler (1976) . We denote by R the field of real numbers, and by *R the field of hyperreal numbers. The natural extension of a real function f is denoted by *f The natural extension of a set UcR is denoted by *U. For ~, r/E *R, we write ~ q if and only if they are infinitely close. The standard part of a finite hyperreal number ~ is denoted by st(l). An integral sign always means the Riemann integral. Now let X be a real valued random variable defined on a probability space (~, .~¢', P), where .O is a set, ~¢ is a a-field on ~ and P is a probability measure defined on ~¢. We denote by F x the distribution function of X:
Fx(x) =P{X <~ x}.
Until Section 4, we assume for simplicity that the probability distribution is confined to a finite interval [al,bl] : there exist al, biER such that
Let Ax be a positive real number. We divide the interval [a~, b~] 
where n(Ax) is the least integer n such that al + n. Ax>~b I.
Then the quantity
can be interpreted as the entropy of X measured with the resolution Ax. The mapping
is defined on (0, oo). Therefore, its natural extension, denoted by *H(X, .), is defined on *(0, oo) (Keisler (1976, Sect. 1D, Theorem 1)). DEFINITION 1. Let fix be positive infinitesimal: fix > 0, 6x~0. The entropy of X measured with the resolution 6x is defined by *H(X, fix). EXAMPLE 1. We shall calculate the newly defined entropy for some common cases. By the Lebesgue decomposition theorem (Lo+ve (1963, Sect. 11)), the probability distribution function F x can be uniquely decomposed into three components as where
(i)
(ii)
F x = Fix a~' + F(x a' + F~x s',
F~x ac) is absolutely continuous;
F~x d~ is a jump function having the following form:
the sum being finite or countable, where
and p, > 0; the discontinuities t k are identical with those of Fx;
(iii) FOx s) is a singular function.
Some of the three components may be missing.
Case 1. F~x ac) and Fix s) are missing, and Fix a) has only a finite number of discontinuous points.
In this case F x can be written as
Then it is easy to see that for any Ax satisfying 0 < Ax < m, the following equation holds:
k=l In other words, every real solution of (1) is a real solution of (2). Then by Theorem 4 in Keisler (1976, Sect. 1C), every hyperreal solution of (1) is a hyperreal solution of (2). Thus we have for any positive infinitesimal 6x
This shows that in this case the entropy defined by Definition 1 coincides with Shannon's discrete entropy.
Case 2. F(x a) and F(x s) are missing, and the probability density function Px of F(~: c) is continuous.
By the mean value theorem, there exists x~_ 1 C [xi,xi_~] such that so that
where h,(x, 3x) = e(3x) -log~(3x),
Hence, for any positive infinitesimal 6x
It 'should be noted that for any positive infinitesimal 6x
This shows that the standard part of the first term of *H(X, 6x) coincides with Shannon's continuous entropy. The second term -*log:(~x) is a positive infinite hyperreal number, and is independent of the distribution function.
Case 3. F~x s) is missing, and F~x a) has only a finite number of discontinuous points tl < t2 < ... < tu:
Furthermore the density function Px ~ ,.tat) o~ r)/ is continuous. A simple calculation similar to the preceding two cases leads to
Now we consider the 2-dimensional case and define the joint entropy, the conditional entropy and the average mutual information in a non-standard way.
Let Y be another random variable defined on the same probability space as X. We denote the joint probability distribution function of (X, Y) by Fmr ), and the marginal distribution function of Y by Ft. We also assume that the distribution function of Y is confined to a finite interval [a2, b2] Define r~j, vj and s~j by Pr(Y) axay. 
~--Ja, )a2 P'x'r'(x'y) l°g2(P'x'rl(x'y) ) dx dy rbl cb2 + ]a, ]o2 P~x,~,(x,y)log2(e~(y)) dx ay -*log2(&),
*~r(x, ax; Y, by) co~ rb2 P(x.r)(X,Y) ~" J~,J,,, e'x'r,(x'y) l°g2 ex(x)
I(X, fix; Y, by) differs from *H(X, 5x; Y, ~y) and *H(X, ~x I Y, fly) in that it
is "almost" independent of the infinitesimal resolution (bx, by): if bx, by, bx' and fly' are positive infinitesimals, then
*I(x, &; Y, ay) ~ *I(x, &'; Y, by').
This fact is closely related to the fact that Shannon's mutual information is independent of the coordinate system.
PROPERTIES OF THE ENTROPY AND ITS RELATIVES
In this section we shall show that the newly defined entropy and its relatives have natural properties. PROPOSITION 1. For every positive infinitesimal 6x,
Proof Every real solution Ax of
Ax>O is a real solution of
because H(X, Ax) is Shannon's discrete entropy. Therefore, by Theorem 4 in Keisler (1976, Sect. 1C) , every hyperreal solution of (4) is a hyperreal solution of (5).
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 2. If the distribution function of X is of the type in Case 2 in Section 2, then *H(X, fx) is monotone in the following sense: if fx and fx' are positive infinitesimal and if there exists e E R, c > 1 such that fx' >~ c . gx, then
Proof By (3), *H(X, fix) > *H(X, fix').
*H(X, 3x) --*H(X,
') = (*#(fx) -*#(~x')) + *log2(fix'/fx ) > (*a~(fx) -*a~(fx')) + log2(c).
The first term on the right-hand side is infinitely close to 0 and the second term is a positive real number. Hence the right-hand side is positive. Q.E,D.
The next proposition asserts that the familiar formulas hold for the newly defined entropy and its relatives. 
Therefore, by Theorem 4 in Keisler (1976, Sect. 1C) , every hyperreal solution of (6) is a hyperreal solution of (7). Q.E.D.
Before discussing the invariance of *H(X, fix) under transformations, we introduce the notion of the entropy measured with a distributed resolution.
Let ~0: R-~ R be a continuous and strictly increasing function, and let
where al and b I are the values from Section 2. We divide
where n(Ax) is the least integer n satisfying
Now consider
where
This is a function of/Ix, which we denote by
Based on the natural extension *H(X, ~o' .) of this function, we give the following definition.
DEFINITION 3. Let ~o:R ~R be a continuous and strictly increasing function, and let fix be a positive infinitesimal. We define the entropy of X measured with the distributed resolution ¢p'3x by *H(X, ~0'3x).
The entropy *H(X, 3x) is invariant under transformations in the following sense.
PROPOSITION 4. Let ~: R ~R be a continuous and strictly increasing function. Then for any positive infinitesimal fix, *H(X, fx) ---*H(~p(X), ~p'fx). Proof Noting that
Fo~x)(X ) = rx(~o-'(x)),
where F~x) is the distribution function of ~o(X), we have 
A simple example of a transformation is a change of the unit of measurement. Suppose that X is a measurement of length and is measured in meter. If the unit of measurement is changed to centimeter, X is transformed to 100X. From Proposition 4 and (8), we see that *H(100X, 100fx) = *H(X, fx), that is, the entropy of X meter measured with the resolution of fx meter is equal to the entropy of 100X centimeter measured with the resolution of 100fx centimeter. This might seem trivial. Shannon's continuous entropy, however, is unable to express this natural situation.
CASE OF UNBOUNDED RANDOM VARIABLE
In this section, we shall extend the definition of entropy to the case in which the random variable is not bounded.
Let a, b C R, a < b, and let Ax > O, Ax ~ R. We divide the interval [a, b] just as in Section 2:
The real function H (X,., .,.) is defined on the domain 
X~--OO
Other quantities such as the joint entropy, the conditional entropy and the average mutual information can be similarly extended to the case of unbounded random variables.
CONCLUSION
Based on the non-standard analysis, the entropy and its relatives of general probability distributions were defined as a direct extension of the definition of Shannon's discrete entropy. The newly defined entropy is relative to the resolution, and it is the author's opinion that it should be so. All the natural properties of the discrete entropy and its relatives are inherited by the newly defined ones.
Interpreted in the new point of view set out here, Shannon's information theory in the continuous case can be regarded as one in which a certain infinitesimal resolution is chosen and fixed, and infinite terms such as -*log2(~x), which is constant as long as the resolution 6x is kept fixed, are neglected.
There seems to be two possible attitudes in defining the entropy of general distributions rigorously; one allows only a real, non-infinitesimal resolution or one allows an infinitesimal resolution. The former may be physically more reasonable, because we know that no measurement can be without limit in precision. However, the problem is, as Amari (1970, p. 150) pointed out, what the value of the resolution should be in constructing a general theory of entropy. This problem motivates the latter attitude: allowance of an infinitesimal resolution as an idealization. Shannon's definition of continuous entropy can be regarded as an attempt along this line. This paper has shown that the non-standard analysis is very useful to refine Shannon's idea in a rigorous and natural manner. RECEIVED: April 16, 1980; REVISED: July 23, 1980 
